
Key Benefits

_Two standard colours, custom available
_Comes with 2 metres of suspension and power cables
_E27/ES lampholder, suitable for Incandescent and 
  energy saving lamps
_60 Watt max.

How to specify:
Product Code: LX-HV
Colours:      B = Super Gloss Black
                   W = Super Gloss White
                   CC = Custom Colour

Example: LX-HV-W = Luxxbox Haven in Super Gloss White
 

haven

Like the giant shell of a rare bird’s egg, the haven pendant has a sleek 
and robust draped form with subtle curves rounding out its elegant 
proportions. - it works great on its own as a decorative pendant or 
hung in clusters of three or more. Fantastic for large entry voids  
spaces or used as a single piece over a dining table.

Available in a stock range of colours as well as custom colours for 
projects.
Materials: Fibreglass, Anodised Aluminium
.

Super Gloss Black Super Gloss White
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Luxxbox reserves the right to change the specification, material and colours at anytime without notice. Standard warranty terms and conditions apply. Luxxbox Pty Ltd ACN 123193788 all rights reserved copyright 2013
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key benefits 

Like the giant shell of a rare bird’s egg, the haven pendant has a sleek and 
robust draped form with subtle curves rounding out its elegant 
proportions - it works great on its own as a decorative pendant or hung 
in clusters of three or more. Fantastic for large entry void spaces or used 
as a single piece over a dining table. 

_ Two standard colours available
_ Custom colours available
_ Comes with 2m of suspension and power cables
_ E27/ES lamp holder, suitable for Incandescent and energy saving lamps
_ 60 Watt max

How to specify:
Product code: LX-HV
Colours: B = Super Gloss Black

W = Super Gloss White
CC = Custom Colour

Example: LX-HV-W = Luxxbox Haven in Super Gloss White

1 year electrical
warranty
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